Choose either Insulated or Electric version. Fill with water and carry to wherever it’s needed.

Two versions available.

- HMXP: insulated only. Simply add hot water.
- HMX230V: electric heater built in.

Click here to order online - or visit tealwash.com

Clean hands - anywhere!

The Teal HMXP Handeman Xtra Portable

Our most portable hand wash unit - ever!

Hand washing can be provided anywhere that it’s required.

Suitable for indoor or outdoor use.
The most portable hot water wash unit ever - ensuring that you can wash your hands wherever you are!

Lightweight, easy to carry, easy to clean and use!

The Handeman Xtra is perfect for any situation where a hot water hand wash is a requirement.

It has a unique jet spray that reaches every part of the hands and washing under running water means there’s no need to dip hands into dirty suds.

The Handeman Xtra can be positioned on any convenient flat surface. Its unique bowl retains all the dirty water which can be emptied when the water is replenished.

The HMXP is for use with pre-heated water and provides a minimum of fifteen 12 second hand washes per filling and will keep water warm for up to 5 hours depending on the temperature of the of the preheated hot water.

The HMX230V has all the features of the HMXP with the added benefit of built-in electric water heating.

Specification (HMXP and HMX230V)
- Weight: 3kg (dry), 6.3kg (full)
- Height: 370mm
- Width: 310mm
- Depth: 220mm (closed), 370mm (open)
- Capacity: 3.3 litres (3 litres usable)
- Waste-safe capacity: 3 litres.

HMX230V only
- 230 volt, 425 watts, 2 amps.
- Suitable for all generators.

Construction
- The body is fully moulded in high impact polyethylene.

Optional Extras
- Paper towel holder (SSTH).
- Soap dispenser and bracket (SSSD).

Choose either Insulated or Electric version. Fill with water and carry to wherever it’s needed.
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